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We enthusiastically report a successful 2020 legislative session! Thanks to the
guidance of the UM Government Relations team and the sponsorship of
Representative Ana Maria Rodriguez and Senator Gayle Harrell, the FSR
has been funded for fiscal year 2020-2021. The University of Miami
Florida Stroke Registry (UM FSR) team is grateful for this funding support
which allows us to continue our efforts in making Florida one of the
most organized states in stroke care in the nation. We look forward to
continue working with, and for, our multi-disciplinary stakeholders. Thank
you, to the (123!) Florida stroke centers whose collaboration is integral
to the success of the quality of care program established through the FSR.
Let’s continue doing great things for Florida!
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Two More Florida Stroke Centers Join the FSR

FSR 8th Annual FSR Stakeholder Meeting:
Session I- Acute Stroke Phase of Care
On September 17th, 2020, the UM FSR team held the first session of three
of its "deconstructed" annual VIRTUAL meeting. The two hour zoom
call, focused on the FSR and acute stroke phase of care, was well
attended with over 114 FSR stakeholders joining (...and staying with us
throughout!). Speakers for our first event included the FSR Program
Director Dr. Ralph L Sacco; Dept. of Health FSR Program Officer Tara
Hylton; FSR investigators Drs. Negar Asdaghi and Jose G. Romano of
the University of Miami; FSR collaborators Diane Foster of the American
Heart Association, Dr. Alexis Simpkins of the University of Florida,
and Dr. Mauricio Concha of Sarasota Memorial Health Care System and
Intercoastal Medical Group. After reviewing updates from the FSR, our guest
speakers discussed various topics including research on COVID-19 and stroke;
the implementation of the TargetStroke III QI Initiative; the application of new
guidelines during the early management of ischemic stroke; and
the
implications of the WAKE-UP and EXTEND stroke trials. The session ended
with the announcement of three FSR Hospital Awards Winners (featured below).
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The highlights from the first session exemplify the
important work being done by members of the
FSR community, the ongoing opportunities for
collaboration and continued research, as well as the
excellent care being provided at our FSR hospitals.
If you missed the first session, don't fear. Our next
session, focused on the pre hospital phase of care,
promises to be as interesting and informative as the
first. We hope you will join us (RSVP HERE, or
copy the address:https://floridastrokecollaboration.org/8th-annualflorida-stroke-registry-annual-meeting/). After you've RSVP'd
and then created an account at the Florida Stroke
Collaborations Event Hub platform, you'll be able
to access the meeting agenda, speaker bios, pre/
post-test for professional credits, FSR hospital award
winners, as well as social media links at the Event
Hub. The application may be downloaded onto
your smart phone and/or viewed on-line. Although
the Event Hub app is not required to join our
meeting, you must log-in to the Event Hub to
initiate professional credits. Please join us
during the meeting and before at the Event
Hub where we can actively engage and practice safe
physical distancing.
• October 15th, 10:00am-noon, Session II:
Pre- Hospital Phase of Care
• November 12th , 10:00am-noon, Session III:
Post-Hospital Phase of Care
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FSR 2020 Hospital Award Winners
The FSR is proud to present the three hospital winners of The Most Improved Defect
Free Care for 2018-2019. We thank them for their outstanding work and dedication!

Get ready for the next set of FSR Hospital Award Winners. ANNOUNCED at the
October 15th 8th Annual FSR Stakeholder Meeting Session II. See you there!

